
March 16, 2015

Fairfax County Fire and Rescue Department
Office of the Fire Marshal
10700 Page Avenue
Fairfax, Virginia 22030

Dear Sir or Madam:

We are writing on behalf of the Hunters Green Cluster Homeowners Association to
request a review of the fire lanes in our neighborhood.

To provide some background, we are an early townhome community in Reston that was
built in 1972.  Our community consists of two sections, one along Indian Ridge Road
(off of Sunrise Valley Drive) and one at the corner of Soapstone Drive and Sunrise
Valley.  At the time of construction, public parking was allowed on all the curbs in our
neighborhood.  The number of parking spaces in the neighborhood was limited, but this
was not an issue because residents could park along the roadsides.

This situation existed for nearly four decades until 2012.  In response to a complaint by
a resident, the Fire Marshall’s Office inspected our neighborhood and banned parking
entirely along Indian Ridge Road and Hunters Green Court. This led to a dramatic
reduction in available parking.  The result is that we now often experience shortages of
parking, and at peak times, homeowners must park outside the neighborhood.  This is a
problem because Indian Ridge Road exits onto Sunrise Valley Drive, and Hunters
Green Court exits onto Soapstone Drive, both of which are busy roads with no parking.
Any possible overflow parking in the immediate vicinity is located on private property.

The parking shortages have caused tensions between residents and inconvenienced
visiting guests. There is also no parking for maintenance and delivery vehicles, which
are necessary to maintain our grounds and provide critical services. We have been
reviewing options for expanding parking, but expect the process to take a long time.
Furthermore, the costs will be significant, and the environmental impact will be great, as
we will need to eliminate open space, and possibly remove trees, for needed parking.

Our specific request is for you to visit our neighborhood and determine if any part of the
restricted curbs may be opened for parking without compromising public safety.  The



addition of any sections of Indian Ridge Road and/or Hunters Green Court for parking
would have a notable positive impact on the quality of life.

Please contact Patrick Nichols, our board member assigned to this task, at ----------------
or --------------------, or write us at ------ Indian Ridge Rd., Reston, VA  20191.  We will
also contact your office in order to follow up on this request.  We want to emphasize that
we regard safety as paramount, but are hopeful that some relief can be offered without
sacrificing this goal.

Sincerely,

Jeff Byrd
President
Hunters Green Cluster Homeowners Association


